
STANDARDLY STRATIFIED EXTENSION ALGEBRASIstv�an �Agoston1;2, Vlastimil Dlab3;4 and Erzs�ebet Luk�as1Abstrat. The paper generalizes some of our previous results on quasi-hereditaryKoszul algebras to graded standardly strati�ed Koszul algebras. The main result statesthat the lass of standardly strati�ed algebras for whih the left standard modules aswell as the right proper standard modules possess a linear projetive resolution | theso alled linearly strati�ed algebras | is losed under forming their Yoneda extensionalgebras. This is proved using the tehnique of Hilbert and Poinar�e series of theorresponding modules. IntrodutionIn our earlier paper [ADL4℄ we have identi�ed a lass of quasi-hereditary al-gebras whih is losed with respet to forming the Yoneda extension algebra. As aonsequene, all algebras assoiated with the Bernstein{Gelfand{Gelfand ategoryO of [BGG℄ were shown to belong to that lass. One of the objetives of the presentpaper is to extend these results to properly strati�ed algebras, a lass of algebraswhih has drawn muh attention lately (f. [D2℄, [FM℄, [FKM℄, [KKM℄, [M℄).Reall the de�nition of standardly strati�ed algebras (A; e) as those whose leftregular representation AA is �ltered by standard modules �Æ(i) (or, equivalentlyby [D1℄, whose right projetive representation AA is �ltered by proper standardmodules �(i)). An algebra A is alled properly strati�ed if both A and Aopp arestandardly strati�ed. An algebra will be alled linearly strati�ed if it is a stan-dardly strati�ed Koszul algebra whose right proper standard modules �(i) and leftstandard modules �Æ(i) all have linear (top) projetive resolutions. The main re-sult of the present paper onerns tightly graded algebras (i. e. positively gradedalgebras A = �r�0Ar generated in degrees 0 and 1 with �nite dimensional Ar andsemisimple A0) and an be stated as follows.Theorem. A tightly graded algebra (A; e) is linearly strati�ed if and only if itsYoneda extension algebra (i. e. its homologial dual) is linearly strati�ed.1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary 16E30.1 Researh partially supported by Hungarian NFSR grants no. T034350 and T0430342 Part of this work was done while the author held the Sz�ehenyi Professor's Fellowship3 Researh partially supported by NSERC of Canada grant no. A-72574 Part of this work was done while the author was a visitor at the Paul Erd}os Researh Centre1



2 �AGOSTON, DLAB AND LUK�ACSLinearly strati�ed algebrasThroughout the paper, A = �r�0Ar will denote a basi positively graded on-neted algebra over a �eld K, with dimKAr <1 for all r. Unless otherwise stated,we shall also assume that A is tightly graded. Thus A0 is a �nite dimensional semi-simple algebra and Ar � As = Ar+s for all integers r; s � 0. Obviously the (graded)radial of A is radA = �r�1Ar. Let us �x a primitive orthogonal deompositionof the identity element 1 = e1 + e2 + : : : + en so that ei 2 A0 and keep the or-der e = (e1; e2; : : : ; en) of this omplete set of primitive orthogonal idempotentsthroughout the paper. By a graded (right) A-module X we shall always mean avetor spae X = �r�kXr for some k 2 ZZ with Xr � As � Xr+s where all Xr are�nite dimensional. The module X is said to be generated in degree k if X = Xk �A(thus Xk �Ar = Xk+r for every r � 0). Note that in this ase Xr = 0 for all r < k.A submodule Y of X is said to be a graded submodule of X if Y = �r�k Yr withYr = Y \Xr. If both X and Y are generated in the same degree k then Y is alleda top submodule of X . If X = �r�kXr is a graded module generated in degree k,then the graded submodule radtX = �r�t+kXr is generated in degree t + k for allt > 0:Note that the right regular representation AA and its indeomposable diretsummands P (i) = eiA are graded modules generated in degree 0 and the gradedsubmodules radtAA and radt P (i) in degree t � 1. Similarly, the irreduible A-modules S(i) = P (i)Æ radP (i) are generated in degree 0. Furthermore, let us reallthat the (right) standard module�(i) is the largest quotient of the projetive moduleP (i) with no omposition fators isomorphi to S(j) for j > i. Hene eah�(i) = eiA=eiA(ei+1 + ei+2 + � � �+ en)Afor 1 � i � n is a graded module generated in degree 0. Moreover, the (right)proper standard module �(i) is the largest quotient of P (i) with no ompositionfator of its radial isomorphi to S(j) for j � i:�(i) = eiA=ei(radA)(ei + ei+1 + � � �+ en)Ais a graded module generated in degree 0. The orresponding left modules will bedenoted by �Æ(i) and �Æ(i).The fat that an A-module XA an be �ltered by A-modules from a family U(i. e. that there is a hain X = X0 � X1 � X2 � : : : of submodules of XA so that1\i=0Xi = 0 and the respetive fators XiÆXi+1 are of the form �jUj with Uj 2 U)will be denoted by XA 2 F(U).Reall that (A; e) is standardly strati�ed if AA 2 F(�); it is properly strati�ed ifAA 2 F(�)\F(�) (or, equivalently, AA 2 F(�) and eah �(i) 2 F(�(i)); �nally,it is quasi-hereditary if AA 2 F(�) and � = �. (Here � and �, respetively,denote the set of all standard and proper standard modules.)Now, extending the idea of [D1℄ (see also [L℄), we formulate a statement aboutstandard and proper standard �ltrations for an in�nite dimensional basiK-algebra(A; e). Sine we will apply the result only for tightly graded K-algebras, we formu-late the statement aordingly.



STANDARDLY STRATIFIED EXTENSION ALGEBRAS 3Theorem 1. Let (A; e) be a tightly graded K-algebra. Then AA 2 F(�Æ) if andonly if AA 2 F(�). Moreover, in the ase when dimK(A) < 1, then writingdi = dimK(EndA(S(i)) we havedimK A = nXi=1 1di � dimK �Æ(i) � dimK �(i):Proof. We an apply reursively the following two inequalities stated here for thegraded trae ideal AenA:dimK((AenA)t) � Xu+s=t 1dn dimK((Aen)u) � dimK(�(n)s)= Xu+s=t 1dn dimK(�Æ(n)u) � dimK(�(n)s);with equality if and only if AenAA 2 F(�(n));dimK((AenA)t) � Xu+s=t 1dn dimK((topAAenA)s) � dimK(�Æ(n)u)= Xu+s=t 1dn dimK((AenAÆ(radA)enA)s) � dimK(�Æ(n)u)= Xu+s=t 1dn dimK(�(n)s) � dimK(�Æ(n)u);with equality if and only if AAenA 2 F(�Æ(n)). utDefinition 2 (see [ADL3℄). If X = �r�kXr is a graded right A-module over a (notneessarily tightly) graded algebra A, then the Hilbert vetor of X is de�ned as thevetor HXA (q) = �HX1 (q); : : : ; HXn (q)� 2 ZZ[[q; q�1℄℄n suh thatHXi (q) =Xr�k [Xr : S(i)℄ � qr;where [Xr : S(i)℄ denotes the multipliity of the simple module S(i) in Xr, bothonsidered as A0-modules.Definition 3 (see [ADL3℄). For a given ordered system X = (X(1); : : : ; X(m))of graded A-modules X(j) generated in degree 0, the Hilbert matrix of X, denotedby HXA (q) is the matrix whose j-th olumn is the Hilbert vetor HX(j)A (q) of X(j).In partiular, HA(q) = HPA (q) stands for the Hilbert matrix of the system P =(P (1); : : : ; P (n)), where P (j) is the j-th indeomposable projetive module.Thus, H�A (q), H�A (q), H�ÆAopp(q) and H�ÆAopp(q) are the Hilbert matries or-responding to the systems � = (�(1); : : : ;�(n)), � = (�(1); : : : ;�(n)), �Æ =(�Æ(1); : : : ;�Æ(n)) and �Æ = (�Æ(1); : : : ;�Æ(n)), respetively.The following theorem gives a haraterization of �ltration properties of analgebra in terms of its Hilbert matrix.



4 �AGOSTON, DLAB AND LUK�ACSTheorem 4 (see [ADL3℄). Let (A; e) be a tightly graded K-algebra. Then:(1) AA 2 F(�), that is (A; e) is standardly strati�ed if and only if(�) HA(q) = H�A (q) � �D �H�ÆAopp(q) �D�1�Twhere D = DA = (dij) is the diagonal matrix with dii = dimK EndAS(i).(10) AA 2 F(�) if and only if(�0): HA(q) = H�A (q) � �D �H�ÆAopp(q) �D�1�T(2) (A; e) is properly strati�ed if and only if both (�) and (�0) hold.(3) (A; e) is quasi-hereditary if and only if (�) holds anddetHA(q) = 1:Observe that ifK is algebraially losed then D = In, the n�n identity matrix.Hene in this ase the formula (�) takes the form HA(q) = H�A (q) � (H�ÆAopp(q))T .Let us also reall that(�) HAopp(q) = D�1 � (HA(q))T �Dwhih in ase that K is algebraially losed redues to HAopp(q) = (HA(q))T .Proof of Theorem 4. The statements (2) and (3) follow immediately from (1) and(10). A sketh of a proof of (1) is available in [ADL3℄, Remark 1. For the bene�tof the reader, let us provide the main steps of the proof that (�) holds if (A; e) isproperly strati�ed, in detail.Let us denote by X (t) the n-tuple(0; : : : ; 0;�(t); 0; : : : ; 0)of A-modules with �(t) in the t-th position. Similarly, writeY(t) = (0; : : : ; 0;�Æ(t); 0; : : : ; 0)Note that H�A (q) is an upper triangular unimodular matrix and thatH�A (q) = nXt=1HX (t)A (q) = n�1Xt=1 HX (t)B (q) +HX (n)A (q);where B = AÆAenA and X (t) is the sequene of the �rst n�1 modules of X (t). Hereand later on the �rst summand whih is an (n� 1)� (n� 1) matrix is understoodto be naturally embedded into an n� n matrix as its �rst (n� 1)� (n� 1) minor.



STANDARDLY STRATIFIED EXTENSION ALGEBRAS 5Similarly, the lower triangular matrixD�H�ÆAopp(q)�D�1 = nXt=1D�HY(t)Aopp(q)�D�1 = n�1Xt=1 D�HY(t)Bopp(q)�D�1+D�HY(n)Aopp (q)�D�1;where D is the (n�1)�(n�1) diagonal matrix of the �rst n�1 rows (and olumns)of D.Thus, the right-hand side of (�) equals ton�1Xt=1 HX (t)B � �D �HY(t)Bopp(q) �D�1�T +HX (n)A (q) � �D �HY(n)Aopp (q) �D�1�T :Consequently, in order to prove (�), it is suÆient, by indution, to show thatHX (n)A � �D �HY(n)Aopp (q) �D�1�T = HZA (q);where Z = (e1AenA; e2AenA; : : : ; enAenA = enA). Hene, writing �(n) =�r�0�r(n) and �Æ(n) = �s�0�Æs(n), we are supposed to show that, for eah1 � i; j � n,djjdnn �Xr�0[�r(n) : S(i)℄qr �Xs�0[�Æs(n) : SÆ(j)℄qs =Xt�0[Pt(j) : S(i)℄qt:But this equality is an immediate onsequene of the following lemma.Lemma 5. Let (e1; e2; : : : ; en) be a omplete sequene of orthogonal primitive idem-potents of a graded standardly strati�ed algebra A = �r�0Ar Then, for eah1 � i; j � n,djjdnn � tXr=0[�t�r(n) : S(i)℄ � [�Ær(n) : SÆ(j)℄ = [(ejAenA)t : S(i)℄;where ejAenA = �t�0(ejAenA)t.Proof of Lemma 5. In view of the reiproity law,[�Æ(n) : SÆ(j)℄ = dnndjj � [P (j) : �(n)℄ = dnndjj � [P (j) : S(n)℄;and thus [�Ær(n) : SÆ(j)℄ = dnndjj � [Pr(j) : S(n)℄:This is due to the fat that the fators �(n) in a graded �ltration of P (j) by theproper standard modules are in one-to-one orrespondene with the ompositionfators S(n) of P (j). Similarly, all omposition fators S(i) of ejAenA are in one-to-one orrespondene with the omposition fators S(i) of all �(n) whih appearin a �ltration of ejAenA. Moreover, the grading of suh a omposition fator is asum of the grading of S(n) and the grading of S(i) in the respetive opy of �(n).The proof of Lemma 5, and thus of (�), is ompleted. ut



6 �AGOSTON, DLAB AND LUK�ACSThe Yoneda extension algebra A� of the algebra A is the vetor spae�h�0ExthA(A0; A0) together with multipliation given by the Yoneda ompositionof extensions. Thus A� has a natural grading given by the degree of Ext-modules.This grading is tight if and only if the algebra is Koszul. Let us reall that, byde�nition, a graded A-module X , generated in degree k, is Koszul if and only if Xhas a linear projetive resolution, i. e. in the graded minimal projetive resolution� � � ! Ph ! � � � ! P1 ! P0 ! X ! 0;the projetive modules Ph are generated in degree h + k for eah h � 0. This isequivalent to the fat that all syzygies 
h+1(X) are top submodules of radPh(X).The algebra A is alled Koszul if all (graded) simple modules are Koszul.The natural ontravariant funtor Ext�A : mod-A! A�-mod is de�ned byExt�A(X) = �h�0Exth(X;A0) for every X 2 mod-A;where this deomposition provides also a grading of Ext�A(X). Note that thegraded simple and indeomposable projetive left A�-modules an be obtained asS�Æ(i) = Ext�A(P (i)) and P �Æ(i) = Ext�A(S(i)), respetively. Let us onsider inA� the \opposite order" f = (fn; fn�1; : : : ; f1) of idempotents, where f(i) = idS(i),the identity map of S(i). We shall denote the orresponding standard and properstandard modules with respet to this order by ��(i), ��(i), ��Æ(i) and ��Æ(i),respetively.Definition 6. The Poinar�e vetor PXA (q) of a graded A-module X = �r�0Xr,generated in degree 0, is the vetor PXA (q) = �PX1 (q); : : : ; PXn (q)�, wherePXi (q) = Xh�0(�1)h�ExthA(X;A0) : S�Æ(i)�qh:One may de�ne, as in the ase of Hilbert vetors, the Poinar�e matrix PXA (q) of asystem X of modules.Note that PXA (q) 2 ZZ[[q℄℄ an be de�ned, equivalently, in terms of a minimalprojetive resolution of the A-module X , and that it is a polynomial vetor if andonly if the projetive dimension of X is �nite. Let us observe that for a Koszulalgebra A we have() PXA (q) = HExt�(X)A�opp (�q):In partiular, PSA(q) = HA�opp(�q) = D�1 � �HA�(�q)�T � D. For simpliity, weshall denote this matrix by PA(q).We an now formulate the following result.



STANDARDLY STRATIFIED EXTENSION ALGEBRAS 7Proposition 7 (see [ADL3℄). A graded A-module X, generated in degree 0, isKoszul if and only if HA(q) � PXA (q) = HXA (q):In partiular, a graded algebra A is Koszul if and only if(Æ) HA(q) � PA(q) = In:Hene, for a Koszul algebra A, an A-module XA is Koszul if and only if(") PXA (q) = PA(q) �HXA (q):Definition 8. A tightly graded standardly strati�ed Koszul algebra (A; e) suhthat all its left standard as well as all its right proper standard modules are Koszulis alled a linearly strati�ed algebra.We should note that easy examples show that even in the quasi-hereditary asethe Koszul property of standard modules on one side does not imply the Koszulproperty of standard modules on the other side (see, for example, 1.13 of [ADL4℄).To prepare the proof of the main theorem, let us show that the Ext�-images ofstandard or proper standard modules are proper standard or standard, respetively.Proposition 9. Let (A; e) be a tightly graded standardly strati�ed Koszul algebra.(1) If all right proper standard A-modules are Koszul, thenExt�A(�(i)) = ��Æ(i) for all 1 � i � n:(2) If all left standard A-modules are Koszul, thenExt�A(�Æ(i)) = ��(i) for all 1 � i � n:Proof. (1) Denote by M(i) the left A�-module Ext�A(�(i)). Let us apply the Ext�funtor to the sequene 0 ! X ! P (i) ! �(i) ! 0. Sine �(i) is Koszul, byLemma 3.3 of [ADL1℄ we get an exat sequene of A�-modules 0 ! Ext�A(X) !M(i)! S�Æ(i)! 0, where the embedding Ext�A(X)!M(i) maps into the radialof M(i). Thus M(i)Æ radM(i) �= S�Æ(i). Moreover, by taking the long exatsequene of extensions on the short exat sequene 0 ! X ! P (i) ! �(i) !0 and using the fat that P (i) 2 F� ��(i);�(i+ 1); : : : ;�(n)	 �, one gets thatExttA(�(i); S(j)) = 0 for all j < i and t � 0. Hene all omposition fatorsof Ext�A(�(i)) are isomorphi to S�Æ(j) for some j � i. Thus there exists anepimorphism ��Æ(i)!M(i):



8 �AGOSTON, DLAB AND LUK�ACSOn the other hand, from the fat that if �(i) is Koszul then rad�(i) is alsoKoszul (f. for example [ADL4℄, Corollary 3.2), we get that the short exat sequene0! rad�(i)! �(i)! S(i)! 0yields, by Lemma 3.3 of [ADL1℄, a short exat sequene0! Ext�A(rad�(i))[1℄! P �Æ(i)!M(i)! 0:Now, sine rad�(i) is Koszul, any extension of rad�(i) by a simple module an befatored through the anonial epimorphism from rad�(i) to rad�(i)Æ rad2�(i),whose omposition fators are isomorphi to simple modules S(j) for j < i (f.[ADL1℄, Proposition 2.6). Consequently,Ext�A(rad�(i)) � A�(f1 + � � �+ fi�1)A�fi;and thus there is an epimorhismM(i)! ��Æ(i) = Afi ÆA�(f1 + � � �+ fi�1)A�fi:The statement (1) follows.(2) an be obtained by a similar argument. utWe are now ready to prove the main result of the paper.Theorem 10. Let (A; e) be a tightly graded algebra. Then (A; e) is linearly strati�edif and only if its Yoneda extension algebra (A�; f) is linearly strati�ed.Proof. In order to prove that the left standard modules and the right proper stan-dard modules of A� are Koszul, we follow similar arguments to those in [ADL4℄. Inpartiular, by Proposition 9Ext�A(�) = ��Æ and Ext�A(�Æ) = ��;and these, as Ext�A(�)-images of Koszul modules are Koszul. Consequently, wehave to prove only that A� is standardly strati�ed, i. e. A�A� 2 F(��). By (1) ofTheorem 4 we are required to show that(��) H��A� (q) � (D �H��ÆA�opp(q) �D�1)T = HA�(q):By () and (") we have:H��A� (q) = HExt�Aopp (�Æ)A� (q) = P�ÆAopp(�q) = PAopp(�q) �H�ÆAopp(�q)and H��ÆA�opp(q) = HExt�A(�)A�opp (q) = P�A (�q) = PA(�q) �H�A (�q):Thus, using (�), (�) and (Æ), the left hand side of (��) equals, gradually, toPAopp(�q) �H�ÆAopp(�q) �D�1 �H�A (�q)TPA(�q)T �D == PAopp(�q) �D�1 � �D �H�ÆAopp(�q) �D�1 �H�A (�q)T�PA(�q)T �D == PAopp(�q) �D�1 �HA(�q)T � PA(�q)T �D == PAopp(�q) �HAopp(�q) �D�1 � PA(�q)T �D == D�1 � PA(�q)T �D == D�1 �HA�opp(q)T �D == HA�(q)Hene A�A� 2 F(��), as required. ut



STANDARDLY STRATIFIED EXTENSION ALGEBRAS 9Corollary 11. A tightly graded algebra (A; e) is properly strati�ed and all (rightand left) standard and proper standard modules have linear projetive resolutions ifand only if the same onditions hold for its Yoneda extension algebra (A�; f).Example 12. The following simple example illustrates the neessity of onditionsin Theorem 10 (and Corollary 11). Let us take the following quiver:................................................................................................................................................................................ ..................................................................................................... ............ .................................................................................................................� �1 2" ��and onsider A = KQÆI , where I = h< ��; "�; "2i >. Then (A; e) is a properlystrati�ed Koszul algebra. However, (A�; f) is not standardly (and thus properly)strati�ed. Here, the left standard module �Æ(1) does not have a linear projetiveresolution.Let us onlude with two remarks.Remark 13. Let (A; e) be a graded algebra, as before. Then the property that(A; e) is standardly strati�ed algebra whose right proper standard modules havelinear projetive resolutions implies the smae property for eah of the entralizersCi = (ei + � � � + en)A(ei + � � � + en), 1 � i � n. This follows readily from thefat that a minimal projetive resolution of �(j) for j � i is taken by the funtorHomA((ei + � � �+ en)A;�) to a minimal projetive resolution of �(j)(ei + � � �+ en)over Ci.Example 14. Although the Hilbert and Poinar�e matries of the algebra [ADL3℄reet well Koszul properties of modules, they do not detet proper strati�ations(i.e. without the appropriate Hilbert matries of standard modules). Here aretwo Koszul algebras A1 and A2 whose Hilbert and Poinar�e matries are idential,although one is properly strati�ed and the other is not.Let Q be the quiver ............................................................................................................................... .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............ .......................................................................................� �1 2�� Æ(1) Let A = KQÆI where I is generated by � 2; �Æ; Æ2; ��; � 	. Then therespetive regular representations are as follows:AA = 1..................... .....................1 2............... ...............2 1...............1 � 2..................... .....................1 2...............1 and AA = 1..................... .....................1 2..................... .....................1 2...............1 � 2..................... .....................1 2...............1Hene we get the following extension algebra:A�A� = 1..................... .....................1 2............... ...............1 2............... ...............1 2............... .................. ... � 2..................... .....................1 2..................... ..................... .....................1 2 2............... ............... ...............1 2 2............... ............... .................. ... ... and A�A� = 1............... ..........................1 2............... ..........................1 2............... ..........................1 2............... ............................. � 2............... ..........................2 1............... .......................... ..........................2 1 2............... .......................... ..........................2 1 2.................. .......................... ..........................



10 �AGOSTON, DLAB AND LUK�ACSThus both (A; e), and (A�; f) are standardly strati�ed but not properly strati�ed.(2) Let B = KQÆI 0 where I is generated by � 2; �; Æ2; ��; � 	. The rightregular deomposition of BB is as follows:BB = 1..................... .....................1 2..................... .....................1 2...............1 � 2..................... .....................1 2...............1Here the left regular deomposition gives the same struture. For the extensionalgebra we get the following deomposition:B�B� = 1............... ..........................1 2............... ..........................1 2............... ..........................1 2............... ............................. � 2............... ..........................2 1............... ............... ..........................2 1 2............... ............... ..........................2 1 2............... ............... ............................. ...Thus (B; e), as well as (B�; f) are standardly strati�ed. In fat, they are bothproperly strati�ed.Here HA(q) = HB(q) = 24 1 + q + q2 + q3 q + q2q + q2 1 + q 35 andPA(q) = PB(q) = 11 + q � 24 1 �q� q 1 + q2 35Clearly, sine both algebras are Koszul, we have HA(q)PA(q) = In.Referenes[ADL1℄ �Agoston, I., Dlab, V., Luk�as, E., Homologial duality and quasi-heredity, Can. J. Math. 48 (1996), 897{917.[ADL2℄ �Agoston, I., Dlab, V., Luk�as, E., Strati�ed algebras, C.R.Math.Rep.Aad.Si.Canada 20 (1998), 20{25.[ADL3℄ �Agoston, I., Dlab, V., Luk�as, E., Hilbert and Poinar�e series ofKoszul algebras, C.R.Math.Rep. Aad.Si.Canada 23 (2001), 153{159.[ADL4℄ �Agoston, I., Dlab, V., Luk�as, E., Quasi-hereditary extension alge-bras, Algebras and Represent. Theory 6 (2003), 97{117.[BGG℄ Bernstein, J., Gelfand, I.M, Gelfand, S.I., A ategory of g-modules,Funt. Anal. Appl. 10 (1976), 87{92.
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